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Flow over a traveling wavy foil with a passively flapping flat plate
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Flow over a traveling wavy foil with a passively flapping flat plate has been investigated using a multiblock
lattice Boltzmann equation and the immersed boundary method. The foil undergoes prescribed undulations in
the lateral direction and the rigid flat plate has passive motion determined by the fluid structure interaction. This
simplified model is used to study the effect of the fish caudal fin and its flexibility on the locomotion of swimming
animals. The flexibility of the caudal fin is modeled by a torsion spring acting about the pivot at the conjuncture
of the wavy foil and the flat plate. The study reveals that the passively oscillating flat plate contributes half of the
propulsive force. The flexibility, represented by the nondimensional natural frequency F , plays a very important
role in the movement and propulsive force generation of the whole body. When the plate is too flexible, the drag
force is observed. As the flat plate becomes more rigid, the propulsive force that is generated when the undulation
is confined to last part of the wavy foil becomes larger. The steady movement occurs at F = 5. These results are
consistent with the observations of some swimming animals in nature.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.85.056316 PACS number(s): 47.11.−j
I. INTRODUCTION
Natural selection has ensured that the mechanical systems
evolved in fishes are highly efficient [1], and the under-
standing of their remarkable abilities requires interdisciplinary
investigations including fish morphology and physiology, fish
behavior and control, and fluid dynamics [2]. The mechanisms
underlying propulsive force generation have been studied
through exploration of the fluid dynamics surrounding the
body. The challenges in fluid dynamics arise from the
essential complexity of the unsteady motion of fish and related
flow mechanisms including strong flow separation, complex
vortex interaction, and fluid-structure interactions. Extensive
investigations have been performed experimentally [3,4] and
numerically [5–7]. By taking the rigid-body assumption, the
flow patterns and the unsteady mechanism such as wake
capture and reverse von Kármán vortex street have been
studied in detail.
However, in nature, fish swimming is usually accompanied
by obvious bending of the flexible body and flapping and
pitching motions of flexible fins. Most fishes generate thrust
by bending their bodies into a backward-moving propulsive
wave that extends to their caudal fins. When the amplitude of
body undulations is limited anteriorly and increases in the
posterior half of the body, thrust is mainly provided by a
caudal fin [1]. An estimated 15% of fish employ alternative
swimming mechanisms that involve the use of their median
and pectoral fins [1]. Analytical work and numerous recent
experiments with the state-of-art particle image velocity (PIV)
techniques [8–13] have provided a wealth of data in terms of
both swimming kinematics and the wake flow field. However,
the numerical investigations are relatively scarce, especially
when compared with the exploding number of experimental
papers dedicated to the same subject. The majority of the
work to date on fish propulsion has focused on the body
*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed;
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kinematics [14–20]. Patterns of body deformation during
locomotion and their hydrodynamic effect have been well
described [18,19]. Computational fluid dynamic analyses of
body movement [14–17,20] have provided new insights into
how body deformation generates the wake flow patterns and
force production that power the movement of the body. Very
few computational fluid dynamic approaches [21] have been
carried out until recently to study the exact function of the
fins based upon the assumption that the fins are rigid or have
prescribed deformations.
Study of architecture in the fins of aquatic animals suggest
that fish fins have anisotropic flexibility and they allow certain
passive deformations [2]. This property is expected to have
fundamental effects on their hydrodynamic performance in
generating propulsive force. How the fins and their structural
flexibility affect the performance of a fish is far from being
understood.
We herein develop a model to study the body-fluid inter-
actions during undulatory swimming and analyze the mecha-
nisms of thrust generation, especially to elucidate the role of
the caudal fin and its flexion. For the fish body, we use a wavy
foil, which has been widely used in two-dimensional numerical
simulations, and it undergoes prescribed undulations in the
lateral direction. To model the flexible caudal fin, based on the
experimental observation that the fins can easily have a passive
pitching motion [22], we use a flat plate that is allowed to have a
passively flapping motion stimulated by a torsion spring acting
about the pivot at the juncture with the fish body [23,24]. The
multiblock lattice Boltzmann method [25,26] and immersed
boundary method [28–30] are used to solve the flow problems.
The purpose of this study is to achieve an understanding of
some fundamental phenomena such as the effects of the fin
and its flexibility on thrust generation, vortical structures, and
their connection to animal locomotion through this simple
model.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II, the physical problem and the mathematical formulation
are described. In Sec. III, we give a brief introduction to the
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numerical methods we used, and the validation is also given in
this section. Detailed results are discussed in Sec. IV. Finally,
we conclude the paper with a summary in Sec. V.
II. PHYSICAL PROBLEM AND MATHEMATICAL
FORMULATION
As shown in Fig. 1, the viscous flow over a streamlined
flexible body undergoing prescribed undulations in the lateral
direction with a passively flapping flat plate is considered. To
nondimensionalize the equations, the length of the wavy foil
L and the free-stream velocity U∞ are used as the reference
length and velocity, respectively. Thus the Reynolds number
Re is defined as Re = U∞L
ν
. In this study, the length of the flat
plate l is l = L10 .
The nondimensional governing equations are given as
∇ · u = 0, (1)
∂u
∂t





A National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA)
0012 airfoil is used as the contour of the wavy foil at an
equilibrium position of the undulating motion [31–34]. The
midline makes a lateral oscillation in the form of a wave
traveling in the streamwise direction, and the nondimensional
position is described by







, 0  x  1, (3)
where Am is the amplitude and c is the phase speed.
To model the lateral motion of the backbone undulation
during swimming, the amplitude Am is approximated by a
quadratic polynomial,
Am(x) = C0 + C1x + C2x2, (4)
where the coefficients C0, C1, and C2 are solved from the
kinematic data of a steadily swimming saithe [35], which gives
FIG. 1. Sketch of the traveling wavy foil with a passively flapping
flat plate.
Am(0) = 0.02, Am(0.2) = 0.01, and Am(1) = 0.10. Here we
assume that the body undulation is a purely lateral compressive
motion [5,6]. In the current study, we fix L
λ
= 1, so that Eq. (3)
simplifies to
y(x,t) = Am(x) cos[2π (x − ct)], 0  x  1. (5)
The flat plate undergoes a passive pitching motion about
the point P in Fig. 1, which moves sinusoidally in the vertical
direction as
yp(t) = 0.1 cos(2πct). (6)
With a torsion spring acting at P , the pitching motion for the
flat plate is determined by the fluid structure interaction and
governed by
J α̈ + kα = Mf − mη cos(θ + α)ÿp − J θ̈p, (7)
where J and Mf are the moment of inertia of the flat plate
and the fluid moment with respect to the point P , respectively.
Additionally, k is the spring stiffness, m = ρll is the mass of
the flat plate (ρl is the linear density of the plate and ρl =
1/5ρ is used in the present study [36]), and η = l/2 is a half
length of the flat plate. θ can be explicitly determined by the
movement of pivot point P , which is shown in the Appendix.
Consequently, Eq. (7) simplifies to the second-order ordinary
differential equation in terms of α.
To describe the flexibility property of the flat plate, the
natural frequency of the oscillation is introduced and defined
as f0 = 1/2π
√
k/J . The nondimensional natural frequency
can be obtained as F = Lf0/c correspondingly.
III. NUMERICAL METHODS AND VALIDATION
A. Numerical methods
In this study, a multiblock lattice Boltzmann method with
immersed boundary method is used. The lattice Boltzmann
method is an alternative method to solve fluid dynamics
problems. It has high computational efficiency and low nu-
merical dissipation [37,38]. The immersed boundary method
is used to deal with the moving boundaries, due to its easy
implementation [30]. In order to obtain accurate results and
reduce the computational effort, a multiblock technique is
used [25,26,39,40].
1. The lattice Boltzmann equation
The lattice Boltzmann equation (LBE) with multiple-
relaxation-time collision model is written as [41–43]
f(xj + cδt ,tn + δt ) − f(xj ,tn)
= −M−1 · Ŝ · [m(xj ,tn) − m(eq)(xj ,tn)], (8)
where the bold-font symbols denote Q-tuple vectors, and Q is
the total number of discrete velocities:
f(xj + cδt ,tn + δt )
= (f0(xj ,tn + δt ),f1(xj + c1δt ,tn + δt ),
. . . ,fb(xj + cbδt ,tn + δt ))T,
f(xj ,tn) = (f0(xj ,tn),f1(xj ,tn), . . . ,fb(xj ,tn))T,
b = (Q − 1) is the number of nonzero discrete velocities,
and f, m, and m(eq) represent the vectors whose components
056316-2
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are the distribution functions, the velocity moments, and the
equilibrium moments, respectively. The Q × Q matrix M
maps f to m, that is,
m = M · f, f = M−1 · m,
and Ŝ is a Q × Q diagonal matrix of the relaxation rates
{si |0 < si < 2}, that is,
Ŝ = diag(s0,s1, . . . ,sb).
In this work, we use the nine-velocity model in two dimen-
sions (D2Q9 model). The discrete velocities are c0 = (0,0),
c1 = (1,0)c, c2 = (0,1)c, c3 = (−1,0)c, c4 = (0, − 1)c, c5 =
(1,1)c, c6 = (−1,1)c, c7 = (−1, − 1)c, and c8 = (1, − 1)c,
where c := δx/δt . Corresponding to the nine discrete velocities
{ci}, there are nine moments:
m = (δρ,e,ε,jx,qx,jy,qy,pxx,pxy)T. (9)
The equilibria of the conserved moments, the density fluctua-
tion δρ and the momentum j := (jx,jy), are themselves, while
the equilibria of the nonconserved moments, e, ε, q = (qx,qy),
pxx , and pxy , are functions of the conserved ones. With
the low-Mach-number approximation, we use the following
equilibria for the nonconserved moments:
e(eq) = −2δρ + 3 j · j , ε(eq) = δρ − 3 j · j , (10a)
q(eq)x = −jx, q(eq)y = −jy, (10b)
p(eq)xx = j 2x − j 2y , p(eq)xy = jxjy. (10c)
With the orderings of the discrete velocities {ci} and
the corresponding moments {mi} given above, the transform




1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
−4 −1 −1 −1 −1 2 2 2 2
4 −2 −2 −2 −2 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 −1 0 1 −1 −1 1
0 −2 0 2 0 1 −1 −1 1
0 0 1 0 −1 1 1 −1 −1
0 0 −2 0 2 1 1 −1 −1
0 1 −1 1 −1 0 0 0 0




For the D2Q9 model, s7 is determined by the shear viscosity ν
[ν = 13 ( 1s7 − 12 )cδx] and s1 is determined by the bulk viscosity
ζ [ζ = 16 ( 1s1 − 12 )cδx]. It is required that s7 = s8 and s4 = s6.
The relaxation rates s0, s3, and s5 for the conserved moments
(δρ, jx , and jy) have no effect for the model, while the other
relaxation rates, s2 (for ε) and s4 = s6 (for qx and qy) do not
affect the hydrodynamics in the lowest order approximation
and only affect the small-scale behavior of the model. Usually,
the values of s2 and s4 = s6 are determined by the linear
stability analysis. We use s2 = 1.54 and s4 = s6 = 1.9 in the
present study.
2. The immersed boundary method
For the two-dimensional domain  containing a one-
dimensional closed boundary , the configuration of  can be
represented in the parametric form of X(ς,t) for 0  ς  1,
and X(0,t) = X(Nς,t), where the parameter ς tracks a
material point of the boundary. The equation of motion for
a Lagrangian point on the boundary is
∂t X(ς,t) = u(X(ς,t)) =
∫

u(x,t)δ(x − X(ς,t)) dx, (11)
where u(X(ς,t)) is the velocity of the marker at position
X(ς,t). By virtue of the no-slip boundary conditions, the
velocity u(x,t) must also satisfy the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations:
ρ∂t u + ρu·∇u = −∇p + ρν∇2u + f , (12)
where the flow velocity u, the pressure p, and the body force
f evolve on the Eulerian coordinate system x. The body
force f is related to the boundary force F evolves on the





F(ς,t)δ(x − X(ς,t)) dς, (13a)
F(ς,t) = F(X(ς,t),t). (13b)
The essence of the immersed boundary method (IBM) is
represented by Eqs. (11), (13a), and (13b). The Lagrangian
markers are evolved by the velocity u and the velocity field
u(x,t) must be interpolated from the Eulerian coordinate x
in the flow domain  to the Lagrangian coordinate X(ς,t)
at the boundary , as indicated by the integral over the flow
domain  in Eq. (11). Likewise, the boundary force F has
to be distributed from the Lagrangian coordinate X to the
Eulerian one x, as indicated by the integral over the boundary
 in Eq. (13a). Obviously, the connection between the Eulerian
mesh for flows and the Lagrangian markers for the boundaries
relies on the approximation of the Dirac δ function. We use the
following smooth approximation of the Dirac δ function in d
dimensions:






1 + cos (πx2h )] |x|  2h,
0 |x| > 2h. (14b)
In this study, the boundary for the fish body is determined by
the prescribed motion rather than solving the coupled fluid-
structure interaction problem as developed by Peskin [27],
so the body force f is derived by the direct forcing method
[28–30], which can be written as
f (xj ) =
∑
Xk∈h(xj )
f ′(Xk)δh(xj − Xk)lk, (15)
where lk is the length of boundary line segment and






+∇p(n) − ρ(n)ν∇2u(n). (16)
Because the flow fields u and p are computed on the Eulerian
grids {xj }, we use the δ function to obtain their values at a given
boundary point X . The detailed derivation and calculation can
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the time-dependent force coefficients of flow over a traveling wavy foil with previous study (a) and using different
grid levels (b).
be found in Ref. [30]. To ensure the mass conservation up to
the second-order Chapman-Enskog expansion, we include the
body force f in the LBE according to the procedure found in
Ref. [30].
3. The multiblock technique
We use the multiblock technique proposed by Yu [25], and
the details of its application to the multiple-relaxation-time
collision can be found in Ref. [26]. The coarse block boundary
is in the interior of the fine block, and the fine block boundary
is in the interior of the coarse block. Velocity, density, and
stress are continuous across the interface. The three-point
Lagrangian formulation is used for the temporal interpolation
at the interface. In the present study, a five-level grid is used.
The coarsest grid level has the spatial step size of 0.02L.
Because the spatial step size ratio from coarse grid to fine
grid is 2, the spatial step size on the finest grid is L/800. In
the context of the multiblock lattice Boltzmann method, the
nondimensional time step size is 0.02 at the coarsest grid level
and 1/800 at the finest grid level.
B. Validation
To validate our code, we have carried out extensive simula-
tions of the flow over a single traveling wavy foil (without a flat
plate) and compared them with the published results using the
space-time finite element method [33]. One typical example
with Re = 5000 and c = 2.0 using a five-level grid is shown
here in Fig. 2(a). We compared the time-dependent drag and
lateral force coefficients during one cycle for flow over a single
traveling wavy foil and found that the results agree well. The
maximum percentage differences are approximately 5% and
7% for the drag and lateral force coefficients respectively. To
confirm grid independence, we also carried out the simulations
using the four-level and six-level grids, for which the finest grid
sizes are L/400 and L/1600 respectively. The time-dependent
force coefficients are shown in Fig. 2(b). We can see that
a five-level computational grid is fine enough to resolve the
fluid dynamics in this study.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we present some results of the dynamic
behaviors and propulsive properties of the passively pitching
plate due to the fluid-structure interaction. The effects of
the flexibility of the flat plate are presented and analyzed.
Motivated by the measurements of animal locomotion, the
parameters considered are the phase speed of traveling wave
c = 1.2,1.5, and 2.0, and Reynolds number Re = 5000. Based
on the measurements of Bainbridge [36], Zhang et al. [44]
estimated that the nondimensional natural frequency, which
reflects the stiffness for the caudal fin, is about 2–6 for the
tail fin of goldfish Carassius auratus. So in this study, F is
selected as F = 0.5, 5, 8, and 10, which varies close to the
estimated value of 2–6. The domain size is [−12,30] in the x
direction and [−12,12] in the y direction. The position of the
starting point of the traveling wavy foil is at (0,0) and it takes
prescribed undulations in the lateral direction. So the uniform
flow U∞ is used as the inflow condition. This is similar to
the experiment carried out by Lauder et al. [45], in which
the swimming fish is held behind the head to allow only the
imposition of heave and pitch motions. Extrapolation is used
as the outflow condition.
A. Effect of flexibility of passively oscillated flat plate on forces
and power consumption
Since the phase speed of traveling wave is a key parameter
for the propulsion of the undulating body, we take it into
consideration when we study the effect of the flexibility of the
flat plate. We investigate the drag force acting on the wavy
foil with a flat plate, the power needed, and the efficiency of
the propeller when it generates the net thrust, all of which are
relevant to the study of fish locomotion. Their definitions are
as follows:
The total drag force on the fish consists of a friction drag and
a form drag due to the pressure distribution. The corresponding





The total power required for the propulsive motion consists
two parts. One is the swimming power required to produce the















where SF is the surface of the foil, SP is the surface of the flat
plate, fy is the force per unit length on the surface of the foil,
yw is the lateral position along the surface, and ds is the length
of an element on the surface. The other is the power needed to
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FIG. 3. Time-averaged drag force coefficient (a), power (b), and the propeller efficiency (c). Solid lines: c = 2.0, dashed lines: c = 1.5,
and dotted lines: c = 1.2.
overcome the drag force PD = FDU∞. Thus the total power is
obtained by PT = PS + PD [46,47]. The propeller efficiency
is defined in a time-averaged manner as the ratio of −P D to
P S , which is η = −P DP S .
Figure 3 shows the effect of F on the performance in terms
of the averaged drag coefficient, the power consumed, and
the propeller efficiency at different values of c. As seen from
Fig. 3(a), with the increase of c, the time-averaged drag force
coefficient CD decreases for each value of F . For c = 1.2, CD
is always positive. For c = 1.5, CD is positive for small values
of F and becomes negative (acts as thrust) approximately when
F > 5.4. The thrust force increases as F increases. From the
previous study [33], it was found that without the flat plate,
the drag force is always positive at c = 1.5 and a net thrust
occurs only when c increases to 2. This observation shows
the contribution of the flat plate to the thrust generation and
indicates that the flexibility of flat plate has an important effect
on the performance. When the flat plate is rigid enough, thrust
can be generated. When it is too flexible, instead of the thrust,
the drag force is generated. This finding agrees with some
observations that many carangiform swimmers are capable
of backward as well as forward swimming as anguilliform
swimmers [1], and backward swimming requires increased
lateral displacements and body flexibility [48]. For c = 2.0,
a net thrust always occurs. The thrust force increases as
F increases. Therefore higher swimming speed is expected
for a fish swimmer with larger caudal fin stiffness, which
is consistent with the numerical findings reported by Tytell
et al. [49] that higher swimming speed is found for a swimming
lamprey with higher stiffness for the entire body including the
caudal fin. According to the previous study, the value of CD is
0.072 without the flat plate. Adding the flat plate to the foil, the
value increases to 0.16 when the flat plate is rigid enough, over
two times larger than the previous value without the flat plate,
which shows the influence of the flat plate. This result also
agrees well with the finding that when the body undulations of
the carangiform swimmers are confined to the last third of the
body length, thrust is provided by a rather stiff caudal fin [1].
In our current kinetic model, the lateral motion is confined to
the back of the body.
For the power consumed, as we know that P S increases
as c increases. The power to overcome the drag force P D
decreases monotonically with c, similar to the decrease of CD ,
as shown in Fig. 3(a). When the wavy foil is propelled by the
thrust, P D becomes negative. However, the generation of the
thrust is at the expense of the swimming power P S required to
produce the wavy foil motion [50]. The overall trend as shown
in Fig. 3(b) is that power consumed increases as c increases
for each F . For the same c, the more rigid the flat plate is, the
more power it needs to generate the thrust. Compared to the
foil without the flat plate, more power is needed to generate
the motion of the flat plate.
When the undulating body is subject to a net thrust, we
should consider the propeller efficiency. For c = 1.5, we can
see from Fig. 3(c), the propeller efficiency is zero when F =
5.4 approximately, which agrees with Fig. 3(a) that the time-
averaged net thrust force is zero. When F > 5.4, the propeller
efficiency is around 7%. The propeller efficiency is not greatly
affected by an increase of F . For c = 2.0, η is about 27%. This
is less than the case for the foil without the flat plate, which is
about 30% as reported in the previous study [50].
In order to elucidate the effect of F on the behavior of
time-dependent drag, lateral forces, and power required, we
calculated the root-mean-square (rms) values: CDrms, CLrms,
and Prms at different values of c and the results are shown in
Fig. 4. Periodic results are obtained after five or six periods
in our study. One may note that smaller rms values mean that
the undulatory body would have more steady movement. We
FIG. 4. Root-mean-square values of drag force (a), lateral force (b), and power (c). Solid lines: c = 2.0, dashed lines: c = 1.5, and dotted
lines: c = 1.2.
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Wake foil with flapping plate in one cycle [(a)–(d)] and pressure contours [(p − p∞)/ρU 2∞] in the wake flow for
F = 0.5 [(e)–(h)], and F = 10 [(i)–(l)] at c = 2.0. In the pressure contours, solid lines represent positive values and dashed lines represent
negative values.
focus on the case c = 2 in which thrust can be generated. We
can see that CDrms, CLrms, and Prms decrease with F first, until
they reach their minimum values at about F = 5. After that,
they increase with F . We can conclude that the flexibility
of the flat plate affects the steady movement of swimmers. For
the current study, the prediction of the optimized frequency
ratio F = 5 at c = 2 is in good agreement with the F = 2–6
measured for the goldfish’s tail-fin motion [44].
B. Effect of flexibility of passively oscillated flat plate on the
flow field
To study the effect of the flexibility of a passively oscillated
flat plate on the flow field, we choose c = 2 since we know
that thrust can be generated at this phase speed from Sec. IV A.
A previous study [33] has found that for the traveling wavy
foil, the time-dependent friction drag force is nearly constant
FIG. 6. Time-dependent drag coefficient (a), the angular displacement (b), and the angular velocity (c) of the flapping plate with respect to
the midline movement at c = 2.0.
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FIG. 7. Contributions of flapping plate and traveling wavy foil to
the total thrust force for c = 2.0 and F = 10.
during the one cycle and that the form drag due to the pressure
distribution plays an essential role in the propulsion. Figure 5
shows the pressure contours, defined as (p − p∞)/ρU 2∞, in
wake flow for different values of F . Solid lines represent
positive values and dashed lines represent negative values.
F = 0.5 corresponds to the very flexible flat plate, and F = 10
corresponds to the almost rigid flat plate.
In order to clearly see the effect of the flexibility of
the flat plate, the time-dependent drag coefficient, angular
displacement, and angular velocity of the flat plate with respect
to the midline movement of body are also shown in Fig. 6. From
Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), greater flexibility of the flat plate implies
larger angular displacement and angular velocity of the flat
plate with respect to the midline movement.
For the pressure field, at t/T = 1/4, the pivot point P starts
to move downward. As seen from Figs. 6(b) and 6(c), for the
more flexible flat plate with F = 0.5, its movement largely
lags behind the movement of the midline due to its flexibility.
Because of its unfavorable position relative to the wavy foil, a
large positive-pressure region is formed on the top of flat plate
and a lower pressure region is formed on the bottom of the flat
plate, which contributes to drag force and explains why CD
in Fig. 6(a) is positive for F = 0.5 at this time. On the other
hand, for the more rigid flat plate with F = 10, its movement
almost has the same pace as the wavy foil. Due to its favorable
relative position, a negative-pressure region is formed on the
top of the flat plate and a positive-pressure region is formed
on the bottom of the flat plate, which contributes to thrust
force and explains why CD in Fig. 6(a) is negative for F = 10.
When time increases to t/T = 2/4, the pivot point P is at
the lowest point and prepares to move upward. Due to the
large flexibility of the flat plate with F = 0.5, it just starts
to move downward with negative angular velocity. A small
positive-pressure region appears at the bottom of the flat plate,
which corresponds to the small thrust generated. The positive
pressure becomes stronger when t/T = 3/4, but the angle
of the flat plate is below the horizontal direction, so the total
effect is the drag force. For the rigid flat plate, positive pressure
appears on the top and negative pressure on the bottom, which
contributes to the thrust shown in Fig. 6(a). When t/T = 4/4,
a positive-pressure region appears at the top of the flat plate
with F = 0.5 and a small thrust is generated.
C. Contributions of wavy foil and flat plate to the propulsion
performance
To better understand the performance of a wavy foil with the
passively flapping flat plate, especially regarding their separate
contributions, we analyze the pressure distribution and vortex
structure for one cycle. We focus on F = 10 and c = 2.0
because thrust is generated during one cycle. Figure 7 shows
the contributions of the flapping plate and the traveling wavy
foil to the total thrust force. In this figure, CD is the total thrust
coefficient, CDP is the thrust coefficient obtained from the flat
plate, and CDF is the thrust coefficient calculated from the
wavy foil only. We can see that both the foil and the flat plate
contribute to the thrust. The contribution from the flat plate
has almost the same magnitude as the foil, which explains
FIG. 8. Pressure distribution along the body surface during one cycle for c = 2.0 and F = 10.
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Wake vortex pattern during one cycle for c = 2.0 and F = 10. In the vortex contours, solid lines represent positive
values and dashed lines represent negative values.
why the thrust doubles with the flat plate when compared with
the foil without the flat plate. This also agrees with the finding
that swimmers using undulation movement confined to the
last third of the body length will use a rather stiff caudal fin to
generate the thrust [1].
Figure 8 shows the pressure distribution along the body
surface. We can see that the effective area enclosed between
the pressure distribution lines on the upper and lower surfaces
are largest, especially in the area formed by the pressure
distribution lines on the flapping flat plate, at t/T = 1/4 and
3/4, which correspond to the times of the two maximum thrusts
generated in Fig. 7.
The reason why the thrust is generated and two maximum
values happen at t/T = 1/4 and 3/4 can be explained from the
wake vortex pattern. Figure 9 shows the wake vortex pattern
during one cycle. As seen from Fig. 9(a), when t/T = 1/4, a
positive rotational vortex is formed and attached to the upside
of the tail. It moves to the downwind side of the flat plate
to induce a lower pressure region in the upper side of the
flat plate, which can be seen in Fig. 8(a). Because the flat
plate is located at a position with a positive angle with respect
to the horizontal direction, the effect of the force is thrust.
Also as seen from Fig. 9(a), a reverse von Kármán vortex
street occurs, and it induces a jetlike mean velocity profile
in the wake and also helps in the generation of thrust. When
t/T = 2/4, as the vortex moves to the end of the tail and
starts to shed into the wake, the pressure difference decreases,
as seen in Fig. 8(b), and the thrust decreased. When t/T =
3/4, a positive rotational vortex is formed and attached to
the bottom of the tail, which induces a lower pressure region
in the lower side of the flat plate. Due to the negative sign
of the angle of flat plate α + θ , the effective force is still
thrust. With the shedding of the vortex at t/T = 4/4, the thrust
decreased.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The locomotion of a traveling wavy foil with a passively
flapping flat plate is studied using a multiblock lattice Boltz-
mann method with immersed boundary method. The wavy
foil is used to model the fish body, and it undergoes prescribed
undulations in the lateral direction. A flat plate is used to model
the caudal fin and its flexibility is modeled by a torsion spring
acting about the attachment of the fin to the body. The role
of the fin and its flexibility on the propulsion performance has
been studied. We briefly summarize the results obtained in this
study and their relation to the real locomotion of swimming
animals.
We have found that the flat plate contributes half of the
thrust and that the natural frequency of the oscillating flat
plate F (which indicates the flexibility of the flat plate) plays
an important role in the propulsion generation. With the flat
plate, thrust can be generated when c = 1.5 and the flat plate is
not too flexible (F > 5.4), in contrast to the drag force without
the flat plate. When the flapping plate is too flexible, drag force
is generated instead of the thrust. As the flat plate becomes
more rigid, the thrust it can generate becomes larger. This
agrees with some findings in nature that backward swimming
requires increased body flexibility and that the most thrust
is provided by a rather stiff caudal fin. The magnitude of
thrust with the flat plate can be two times larger than the foil
without the flat plate at c = 2.0. We also find that with F = 5 at
c = 2, the fish maintains a steady movement, which is in good
agreement with F = 2–6 measured for the goldfishes’ tail-fin
motion [36].
The pressure field and vortex structure also depend on the
value of F . The pressure distribution plays an essential role
in the propulsion. A reverse von Kármán vortex street, which
is associated with the thrust production in animal locomotion,
occurs when F > 5 at c = 1.5.
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The results obtained in this study may provide physical
insight into the understanding of the role of the fin and its
flexibility in swimming animals for propulsion generation.
Ideally, it is better to explore a wide parameter space of the
model (changing the value of λ/L, or the Reynolds number)
to study the effect of flexibility. Also, three-dimensional
computations of viscous flows around flexible bodies with
more realistic fin models, such as when the entire caudal fin is
allowed to be flexible, are desirable. Based on the experimental
results [18], it is expected that the fluid dynamics would be
similar to the current study and the magnitude of propulsive
force may be increased when the entire caudal fin is flexible.
These will be the subjects of our future work.
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APPENDIX
θ can be defined as






= (c1 + 2c2) cos(2πct)
+ 0.2π sin(2πct). (A2)






















so θ and its derivatives can be explicitly determined by the
movement of pivot point P .
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